Medical Device Management System
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Device, DeviceMetric, and Observation

EACH ONE OF THESE PROFILES DEFINES CONSTRAINTS, EXTENSIONS, AND TERMINOLOGY REQUIREMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION
Point-of-Care Devices

A POINT-OF-CARE DEVICE MODEL IS MADE OF MULTIPLE RESOURCE INSTANCES AND THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THEM.
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Profiles Artifacts List

❖ **Channel Device** – Structure Definition for Device resources that represent Channels, which are used for grouping metrics together.

❖ **Enumeration Device Metric** – Structure Definition for DeviceMetric resources that represent coded or text status, annotations, or settings characteristics and capabilities.

❖ **Numeric Observation** – Structure Definition for Observation resources that represent numerical measurements, calculations, or settings.

❖ **Compound Numeric Observation** – Structure Definition for Observation resources that represent numerical measurements, calculations, or settings with multiple components.

❖ **Enumeration Observation** – Structure Definition for Observation resources that represent coded or text status, annotations, or settings.

❖ **Mds Device** – Structure Definition for Device resources that represent a Medical Device System (MDS). This is the top-level resource in the hierarchical model of a Point-of-Care device.

❖ **VMD Device** – Structure Definition for Device resources that represent a Medical Device System (MDS). This is the top-level resource in the hierarchical model of a Point-of-Care device.

❖ **Numeric Device Metric** – Structure Definition for DeviceMetric resources that represent numerical measurements, calculations, or settings characteristics and capabilities.

❖ **Device Instance Extension** – Structure Definition that adds an instance number to Device.
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